Information sharing in supply chain management can dramatically improve the performance of the supply chain. Although many such problems can be modeled and efficiently solved using linear programming, security requirements prevent their implementation in the traditional way. Companies are simply reluctant to exchange such sensitive information. Secure multi-party computation can help by realizing protocols with guaranteed security. However, efficiency is a major concern. Parallel computing presents an opportunity to improve performance utilizing inherent parallel secure operations. This work focuses on practical approaches to privacy preserving parallel protocols for collaborative linear programming. First it theoretically compares the approach of parallelizing a secure algorithm and securing a parallel algorithm. Their complexity being equal we implemented the simpler choice: parallelizing a secure algorithm. Different synchronization methods for the implementation are compared under different network conditions. Given the best implementation, the performance is almost independent of the network conditions, but parallelization, i.e. number of threads, needs to be adapted to such conditions. We present and evaluate an adaptive scheduling algorithm for the dynamic selection of the number of threads, such that it's not necessary to statically and up-front determine the number for optimal speed-up. The algorithm can even deal with a varying network conditions.
Introduction
Many economic problems, such as the exertion of military effort in a war, the flow of resources in the economy, industrial production, financial management, can be modeled (or reasonably approximated) by mathematical systems of linear inequalities and equations [10] . Linear programming (LP) provides the ability to formulate and solve such real-world problems in detailed mathematical terms.
non-pivot rows, and (v) divide non-pivot rows by the previous pivot element. Note the similarity with the original simplex steps defined in [10] .
For complexity analysis the secure multiplications and comparisons account for the communication complexity. For computation complexity, a secure multiplication is considered one computation unit and a secure comparison takes c r computation units depending on its implementation. Each step performs at most a constant number of multiplications per entry in the tableau -sometimes hidden in indexing operations -as well as up to a constant number of comparisons per variable. A detailed analysis reveals an overall complexity of steps (i) through (v) bounded by 8m + n comparisons and 5mn+17n+5m 2 +22m+3 multiplications -O(m+n) comparisons and O(m(m+n)) multiplications for short. Computational complexity, under big-O notation, is dominated by step (ii), O(log log(m)). A more thorough analysis results in a count of (3 log log(m)+2)·c r +8 log log(m)+21 computational units. There is also an alternative of using a constant round protocol for finding the maximum value of an array, yielding a constant-round pivot computation at the cost of a worse communication complexity, i.e. O(m 2 + n) comparisons. Observe that the number of operations is approximately the same as a (worst case) iteration of the algorithm on clear data. The number of multiplications is always linear in the size of the tableau, while the number of comparisons is at least linear in m and may be higher than n + m. Moreover, the constants are small, thus the secure computation is essentially as efficient as can be hoped for, though minor improvements -which reduce clarity -are possible.
Toft's work optimizes the number of rounds, i.e. it bundles all possibly parallel operations and then performs one communication operation. In parallelization Toft assumes that as much operations as possible can be performed in parallel (i.e. on an infinite number of processors) and thereby reduces computation complexity to round complexity. However, in practice we have a limited number of processors. Since we are interested in providing practical solutions for secure linear programming problems using parallel computation (multi-core/multi-processor machines), a more precise analysis must be conducted. Section 3 has a detailed description of the algorithms from [29] extended for parallel computing (i.e. multi-processor machines).
BSP-based Parallel Simplex
The BSP-based parallel simplex method was introduced by Dong et al. in [11] as an alternative to improve computational time for large-size problems. The parallel algorithm is based on the BulkSynchronous Parallel model (BSP) proposed by Valiant in [30] .
There are several reasons for choosing the BSP-based parallel method among other choices. The BSP-model is suitable for general secure multi-party computation (details on how to apply this model to SMC are described on Section 3.2). The parallelization is independent of the problem structure or constraints type. The only requirement is the problem to be in a feasible canonical form (same assumption as Toft) , which is applicable to SCMP problems. Regarding performance, it offers a considerable speed-up. Considerable because other choices like Parallel Revised Simplex Method from [27] , or Interior Point Method in Parallel from [15] , offer higher speed-ups, but such improvement is dependent of the problem, matrix sparsity, block structure identification, type of constraints, which can not be guaranteed for any SCMP problem. The complexity of the solution is roughly the complexity of the traditional simplex divided by the number of processors, plus communication cost (which can be estimated theoretically). At last, the costs for a secure implementation. The BSP-based parallel simplex does not depend on matrix structure, e.g. the fact that the entire matrix is encrypted does not invalidate the algorithm (as for [15, 27] , for example), it does not include complex matrix operations such as matrix inversion (and possibly LU decomposition). All in all, it has approximately the same overhead as Toft for dealing with secret variables.
The BSP model argues for scalability, portability and predictability, providing new foundation for the development of scalable parallel computing systems [11] . Such model faces a parallel machine as a set of three main elements: (i) set of processor-memory pairs; (ii) global communication network that delivers messages in a point-to-point manner among the processors; and (iii) a mechanism for globally synchronizing all processor by means of a barrier.
A BSP program consists of a sequence of super steps that include simultaneous local computation in each processor, followed by communication among them for exchanging information and finally, a barrier synchronization ensuring that the communication actions were completed successfully.
SCMP problems (modeled as LP) and the standard simplex algorithm exhibit several operations that can be parallelized. The BSP-based parallel simplex apply a parallelization technique on task level (horizontal parallelization, row-wise), i.e. each processor owns a set of rows of the initial tableau. The processors are identified by an unique id [0, (p − 1)], where p is the number of processors. There is also a distinction between three classes of processors: (i) processor 0, responsible for the selection of the pivot column and row; (ii) processor L, owns the pivot element row; and (iii) the rest of processors. Moreover, the simplex steps of determining a variable to leave the basis and the pivot operation are parallelized among the processors.
The problem is assumed to be in a feasible canonical form and is modeled according to the tableau representation [10, 23, 31] . From the standard matrix form, the algorithm computes the final matrix containing the optimal values for the objective function by performing basically the same steps as the traditional simplex method.
The BSP-based parallel simplex method has a computational cost of O( + n) ) from the traditional simplex method, where m is the number of constraints, n is the number of variables, p is the number of processors, k represents the leaps of vertexes, is the communication cost of one leap between adjacent vertexes and δ is the synchronization cost. In practice, according to [11] , the speedup achieved for a two processors case is 1.65 and for a four processors case is 2.71.
Secure Parallel Algorithms Comparison
We have presented a secure protocol for linear programming as well as a parallel algorithm for the simplex method. Comparing these two protocols requires on the one hand, parallelizing the secure protocols by Toft, and on the other hand, turning the parallel simplex method into a secure protocol. The next subsections describe how this is achieved, depicting the algorithms in detail, with complexity analysis.
Two types of complexities are considered:
• Communication Complexity: measured in secure multiplications (SM) and secure comparisons (SC), i.e. it refers to the overall number of bits sent between the parties;
• Computational Complexity (CC): each secure multiplication is considered one unity and a secure comparison takes c r units;
For the rest of the paper assume, without loss of generality, that all inputs are integers. The reason this is not a limitation is the linearity of the optimization problem being solved, which allows for scaling up to integer values the inputs to the secure protocol and later on scale the answers back down.
Also consider the generation of a public key pk and secret key shares sk L for 1 ≥ L ≥ N oP , where N oP is the number of parties, for a threshold version of an homomorphic cryptosystem [9] . The generation may be performed in advance, by a trusted third-party, or using a distributed key generation scheme such as [1, 4] . Assume the initial text tableau was encrypted using the public key pk and the secret keys were distributed among the parties. This is called step 0: a setup phase for the keys distribution and for the initial tableau generation. The encrypted variables, e.g. vectors, matrices, indexes, will be represented by [·] . And for simplicity, we will now refer to the encrypted matrices and encrypted vectors only as matrices and vectors.
Secure Linear Programming in Parallel
Toft already considers a notion of parallelism in the algorithms' analysis. An arbitrary number of linear primitives may be executed concurrently in one computation round as long as any required result from a preceding command is available.
Regarding the general SMC functionality, it is assumed that input, multiplication of two secret variables and the output require exactly one round each. The number of parallel operations is then unbounded, but there should be a clear distinction between round complexity and communication complexity. The rounds in the general SMC functionality are not directly equivalent to the communications rounds. A round in the functionality describes what may be executed concurrently, but does not infer, in any way, on the actual messages sent in an execution of the realizing protocol [29] .
The protocols to be considered constant round, naturally require constant round primitives, which is the case (in big-O notation) of Toft's work.
The round complexity is subdivided in preprocessing and on line computation. Operations that are independent of the actual inputs of the computation (the values or even the variables) may be performed in advance, as a consequence of the iterative fashion in which the protocols are constructed. The gain on complexity is immediate, i.e. unbounded number of operations performed in parallel in one round plus preprocessing against a sequential execution. However, since the analysis assumes such arbitrary parallelization, a more detailed investigation is required for practical applications.
Toft's protocols are re-written with a more precise algorithms' construction with the intention of clearly depict the operations that may be executed in parallel as well as the exact cost for that when implementing them on multi-core/multi-processor machine. The parallelization is on party level, where each party owns a set of processors, denoted by the variable p. The algorithms cover the exact same steps cited in Section 2.1 and use the same notation as [29] . The system matrix is the tableau form representation of the problem allowing for easy reference to all elements. It is a matrix of m + 1 rows and m + n + 1 columns. The objective function is represented by a vector of size (m + n), and the set of inequalities by a vector of size m + 1, both part of the tableau. Furthermore, assume an array of length m with the indexes of the basic variables.
Control flow based on encrypted values is required and the following idea is employed: if
, where ⊗ represents a secure multiplication.
Each of the steps and its complexity analysis are now considered separately. Note that the communication complexity is the same as the original protocol by Toft [29] .
Select Pivot Column
The first step consists on selecting the variable to enter the basis, i.e. the pivot column. The output from this step is the index of the entering variable (the first negative element from the objective function vector) and a copy of the pivot column.
Indexing based on secret variables is also required, e.g.
The secret indexing is achieved by the following scheme: a secret index i will be stored as essentially unary counter; an array consisting of all 0's except for the i'th position, which contains a 1. Performing an indexing operation is done by computing a secure dot product of the vectors. This is correct, preserves privacy, and requires [C] .length secure multiplications (on that case), of all which may be performed in parallel.
Comparing all the values from the objective function with 0 has a computational cost of (m+n)c r /p. The invocation of the prev ∨ (·) primitive costs 12 and the last indexing operation on the system matrix in oder to obtain a copy of the pivot column is achieved with a cost of (m + 1)(m + n)/p computation units. Overall, the computational cost is (m+n)c r /p+(m+1)(m+n)/p+12 and the communication complexity is (m + 14)(m + n)SM + (m + n)SC.
Select Pivot Row
The intention is to select a variable to leave the basis, i.e. the pivot row. Generally speaking, find the index of the minimum ratio (see [23] ), breaking ties with Bland's rule. The output is the index of the leaving variable and a copy of the pivot row.
Comparison including values from the inequalities vector requires an initial transformation such that all non-applicable constraints, i.e. with negative or equal zero values, become applicable. Decision based on secret variables is used at the cost of O(m) comparisons and multiplications and m(c r + 1)/p computational units.
Since all the constraints become applicable, the desired output can be computed using an integer comparison. The log log-rounds protocol from [29] is applied at a computational complexity of log log(m) · 2(3mc r /p + 2) + mc r /p + 4, and the index of the minimum ratio (the pivot row index) is output. Next, another indexing operation is conducted to extract a copy of the pivot row, i.e. m(m + n + 3)/p computational units.
Overall, the selection of the pivot row takes m(c r + 1)/p + log log(m) · 2(3mc r /p + 2) + mc r /p + 4 + m(m + n + 3)/p computational units and (13m + m 2 + mn)SM + (7m)SC for communication complexity.
Multiply All Non-Pivot Rows by the Pivot Element
The next pivot element is known to all parties, and the next step is to multiply all non-pivot rows by such element. The output is the updated tableau with all the elements multiplied by the pivot element, except for those in the pivot row.
An auxiliary matrix is used to keep the pivot row elements untouched, at a computational cost of m/p units. Later, all the elements from the auxiliary and the system matrices are multiplied, preserving correctness and privacy. The computational complexity is (m + 1)(m + n + 1)/p.
Overall, this step has m/p+(m+1)(m+n+1)/p computational and [m+(m+1)(m+n+1)]SM communication complexity.
Subtract a Multiple of the Pivot Row from all Non-Pivot Rows
The computation required for subtracting a multiple of the pivot row from all non-pivot rows is analogous to that described on Section 3.1.3. The input is the resulting tableau from the previous step and the output is an updated tableau such that the pivot column consists entirely of zeros except for the pivot row.
The overall computational complexity is then m/p+(m+1)(m+n+1)/p. And the communication complexity is [m + (m + 1)(m + n + 1)]SM .
Divide Non-Pivot Rows by the Previous Pivot Element
This is the final step of one iteration of the secure simplex method in parallel: all non-pivot rows are divided by the previous pivot element. Naturally, this is a secure integer division which is known to be very expensive: there is no truly efficient protocol for general integer division. However, this is not a general case and special rules may apply. Note that it is guaranteed that the previous pivot element divides all entries of the tableau except for the ones in the pivot row.
This simplification enables using an element inversion protocol, such as the one from [2] , followed by a multiplication of the inverted element onto all non-pivot rows. This operation is equivalent to the one described on Section 3.1.3 and therefore, the same algorithm can be employed. Since the final update of the previous pivot element to the current is costless and inversion highly efficient, the complexity is considered equivalent to that described in Section 3.1.3.
Termination
The protocol terminates if there is no more variables to enter the basis or, in other words, if there is no more negative entries on the objective function vector. This indicates that an optimal solution for the linear programming problem was found.
The input for the termination step is a tableau where the objective function vector contains only positive values and the output is computed based on the variables that are on the basis. The final solution to the LP may assume a rational value. If the problem requires an exact solution, an extra secure integer division has to be performed, at the end of the protocol (which can not be avoided).
Secure BSP-based Parallel Simplex
In Section 2 several examples of parallelizing the simplex method among a certain number of processors have been shown. An obvious parallelization strategy would be to consider each party in the SCMP problem as one processor of the parallel algorithm, but this strategy does not fit to the security requirements posed by secure computation. We need to not only protect the information flowing between individual processors, but the information revealed to one processor must be protected as well, such that all parties remain oblivious.
BSP-based Model for SMC
We designed a new parallelization strategy to preserve the privacy in parallel algorithms. It is based on the BSP model with the following assumptions:
• the LP problem is collaboratively solved by ρ parties;
• each party has a set p of real processors η available (for simplicity assume that all parties have at least p processors available), where 1 ≥ η ≥ p; • each party has a public key pk and a secret key share sk L in the threshold homomorphic encryption scheme, where 1 ≥ L ≥ ρ, distributed in advance (considered as a setup phase); • the interactions are conducted according to the BSP model from [30] and Section 2.2;
The BSP model provides scalability, portability and predictability by facing parallel machines as a set of processors (able to perform operations in parallel), a communication network among them delivering messages in a point-to-point manner, and a synchronization mechanism.
Our parallelization strategy is depicted in Figure 1 . Consider the set of parties A = {L : 1 ≥ L ≥ ρ} and the set of real processors B = {η : 1 ≥ η ≥ p} (for each party). Let C = {L η , ∀L ∈ A, η ∈ B} be the set of all real processors, such that |C| = |A| × |B| = ρ × p. Finally, an abstract processor D η is a set of real processors, one from each party, such that D η = {L i , ∀L ∈ A, i = η, η ∈ B}, with |D η | = ρ. The dashed lines on Figure 1 represent an abstract processor. The secure parallel simplex method is executed by the p abstract processors.
There is a relation between the original BSP model (Section 2.2) and the secure model from Figure  1 . The processors are represented by the dashed lines (abstract processors). The global communication network can be implemented using secret shares from SMC.
SMC "programs" are oblivious (at least in theory), i.e. their running time does not depend on the input. The occurring difference in running time therefore does not leak any information and we can implement the synchronization mechanisms in the regular, non-secure way.
The secure operations require each real processor to know the public key pk and the secret key share sk L from the respective party. The abstract processor construction allows the computations to be concurrently performed by the real processors distributed over all parties, but preserving privacy of the computation.
There are two types of interactions: (i) interactions inside one abstract processor; and (ii) interactions among different abstract processors. Interactions inside one abstract processor take place between all involved parties and follow the usual SMC paradigm. This is in our case (and most others) a full mesh communication pattern from all parties to all other parties. Interactions among different abstract processors are given by the parallel algorithm. They involve secretly communicating a share from one processor (sender) to its partner processor (receiver) in the other abstract processor. Since both processors, sender and receiver, reside at the same party this communication can be done "locally", i.e. without communication over the network connecting the parties.
The secure version of the BSP-based parallel simplex method has a vertical parallelization structure, row based, i.e. the problem is subdivided row-based among the abstract processors. Due to the parallelization technique, two extra steps are required: (i) sharing the tableau, executed once, before starting the standard simplex steps; and (ii) updating the tableau, executed at the end, after the solution is found.
Next we describe the algorithms for each step, with detailed complexity analysis. Although the problem is divided among p abstract processors, which would apparently yield a communication complexity divided by p, the analysis is on a per party basis, following the notation used on Section 3.1. For simplicity, we refer to the abstract processors as processors from now on.
Sharing the tableau
The secure parallel simplex protocol starts with the processors sharing the initial encrypted tableau, represented by the matrix This operation is equivalent to that described in [11] : processor 0 first copy the objective function row from matrix [T ] to his private vector [Q] and then, all the processors, in parallel, share [T ] rowwise, according to their id. In the end, each processor has a matrix [C] and a vector [B] corresponding to their share of [T ] . From this point on, the complete input matrix is not considered anymore.
The secure step has constant computational cost: 2 units due to the parallelization, and since the indexing operations are costless, it yields O(1), for simplicity. All the parties have the initial matrix [T ], so there is no communication involved during this step.
Select Pivot Column
Similarly to Section 3.1.1, the pivot column is selected as the index of the first negative element on vector [Q] (the objective function).
Algorithm 1 depicts how the pivot index is found. The same idea from Toft [29] is used with one difference: only processor 0 is active due to the fact that no other processor knows the objective function. 
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The output from Algorithm 1 is the index of the pivot column at a computational cost of (m+n)c r + 12 units and overall communication complexity of 12(m + n)SM + (m + n)SC.
Select Pivot Row
Selecting the leaving variable can be depicted as a three phase procedure. Firstly, upon receiving the information about the pivot column index [col], the processors independently search for the pivot row (lines 1-18 of Algorithm 2). The operation is conducted in parallel so that every processor searches on its own set of rows for a pivot row candidate. In the end of first phase, each processor informs processor 0 about the pre-selected candidate for the leaving variable. Secondly, processor 0 searches for the leaving variable among the received candidates (lines 19-21 of Algorithm 2). And finally, the processor who owns the pivot row is informed and multicast a copy of such row (lines 22-28 of Algorithm 2).
Lines 1-6 correspond to an indexing operation, i.e.
[C]([col]), and lines 7-10 apply the same constraint transformation used on Section 3.1.2 and defined in [29] . For the comparison of the triples, the log log-rounds protocol from [29] is used as well.
On lines 13-17 from Algorithm 2, the minimum ratio is extracted from the matrices such that
. The processor 0 then runs the log-round protocol (as defined in [29] ) in order to find the minimum ratio among the pre-selected values (pairs of values) received from the processors.
At last, on lines 22-29 from Algorithm 2, the processor with the pivot row performs an indexing operation obtaining a copy of the pivot row.
As a result, all the processors know the pivot column and row, and are now able to identify the pivot element foreach abstract processor do in parallel
CC:
CC: 
Multiply All Non-Pivot Rows by the Pivot Element
In order to multiply the non-pivot rows by the pivot element there must be a distinction among the processors. The pivot row is only present in the On the other hand, the rest of processors can proceed with a direct multiplication of all entries by the pivot element (lines 1-11 from Algorithm 3). 
(m)(m+n+1) p 22 if abstract processor 0 and i = 0 then 23 
Subtract a Multiple of the Pivot Row from all Non-Pivot Rows
Algorithm 4 depicts the procedure in which all non-pivot rows are subtracted by a multiple of the pivot row in a way that the pivot column will consist entirely of zeros except in the pivot row.
The computation is equivalent to previous step. First set the multiple to be subtracted from the pivot row to zero, and then subtract the respective multiple from each entry in the matrices.
Similarly 
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m(m+n+1) p 19 if abstract processor 0 and i = 0 then 20 The complexity is similar to the previous step as well: m/p[1 + (m + n + 1)] + (m + n + 1) for computational complexity, and [m(m + n + 2) + (m + n + 1)]SM for communication complexity.
Divide Non-Pivot Rows by the Previous Pivot Element
The idea described in Section 3.1.5 is used. The secure integer division is avoided by multiplying the non-pivot rows by the inverse of the previous pivot element.
After the inversion, the computation is equivalent to that described in Section 3.2.5 and therefore, Algorithm 3 may be used. As for complexity, we consider the same as for Algorithm 3.
Update the Tableau
Finally, the last operation concerns the update of the tableau with the optimal solution. At
The outcome is an updated tableau where the n'th row contains only positive values. The processors can move to the computation of the optimal solution of the LP. As for the Secure Linear Programming in Parallel protocol, such optimal solution may assume a rational value, i.e. the result of a division of the final elements from the inequalities vector by the elements from the basic variables. This requires one secure integer division at the end of the protocol (which can not be avoided).
Comparison Result
Let us first consider the range of the computation, or how the LP problem is divided among the parties/processors.
Toft's approach assume that every party knows the entire problem (matrix) and the operations are executed on that entire range, i.e. (m+1) rows and (m+n) columns. Each party has multiple processors and is able to divide the list of operations on the actual round among all processors. In the BSPbased algorithm, the problem itself is divided among the abstract processors, due to the parallelization technique. All the operations are executed on a reduced range, and such reduction is proportional to the number of abstract processors, which is equal to the number of real processors on each party.
Overall, the Secure LP in Parallel has a computational complexity of The analysis by Toft resulted in an improved computational complexity -bounded by O(log log(m)) -due to the assumption of p ≈ m 2 ≈ mn. Considering such assumption, the updated computational analysis from the Secure LP in Parallel is bounded by O(log log(m)), as expected, since the high order terms are canceled (due to the parallelization) and the sub-logarithmic term dominates. Under the same assumption, the computational complexity from the Secure BSP-based model is also reduced and bounded by O(log log(p)), where p ≈ m 2 . Note that such result strictly depends on the complexity of the primitive used to search for a minimum on processor 0 (line 20 from Algorithm 2). Alternatively, a different search algorithm could be used, with constant computational complexity, at a higher communication cost, i.e. O(m 2 + n) (for details on the algorithm please refer to [29] ).
The abstract processors are composed of several real processors (equal to the number of parties). Secure operations require the participation of a threshold of parties or real processors, since each party has a share of the secret key, and therefore, an abstract processor can only execute one secure operation per computational unit (step). Although each abstract processor is responsible for solving only a part of the problem, such problem division brings no real improvement on the computational complexity.
The overall communication complexity of the Secure LP in Parallel is The communication complexity analysis reveals no major difference among the approaches. In big-O notation, they are both bounded by O(m(m + n)) secure multiplications and O(m + n) secure comparisons. Again, no significant gain is observed on securing a parallel simplex algorithm.
There exist different approaches for parallel simplex algorithms such as the revised simplex method on parallel computers [27] , the two-phase parallel simplex method [21] and the parallel interior point solver [15] . All of these approaches have in common that one needs to consider the following issues when securing them: Parallelization Model: most of the parallel simplex method are based on a master-slave model, where one processor is assigned as master and therefore, responsible for special operations. In the simplex case, the master processor is usually in charge of storing the objective function and hence, searching for the pivot column alone. Such an assignment reduces the performance since the (m + n) comparisons for the pivot column index would be executed sequentially on one processor. The same effect can be observed in the update after the pivot operation. Disregarding such hierarchical model and considering a simple egalitarian model where each processor does exactly the same thing in parallel, since secure operations require a threshold of parties or real processors, the speed-up of a parallel algorithm due to problem division will not yield real improvement on the computational complexity. Dependency of the structure: several methods rely on the matrix sparsity and/or on its block structure to gain speed-up. Such kind of advantage can not be reached in the secure models due to the simple fact of having all entries of the matrix represented as secret variables (encrypted values). Knowing that most part of the values are actually zero (as the majority of the linear programs and in our case, the SCMP problem, are) is difficult. The entire matrix is encrypted and therefore, it is impossible to make a costless computational distinction between the values, i.e. if they are zero or not, and all the entries must be considered for the computation. This result invalidates any attempt of parallelizing and securing such structure dependent methods. Complexity of operations: the revised simplex and the interior point method include complex matrix operations. Matrix inversion, LU decomposition are expensive even when dealing with integers in clear, and much more when considering secret variables.
Implementation
The detailed theoretical analysis revealed that both secure and parallel simplex methods are very similar regarding computational and communication complexities.
The choice of implementing the Secure Linear Programming in Parallel is mainly because of its simplicity and intuitiveness. The way the operations are parallelized is intuitive: after having exposed the parallel operations, the process of distributing the tasks over the real processors is rather simple. The BSP-based approach would require managing the abstract processors: creating and controlling the abstraction model and hierarchization, e.g. distinction between processor 0 and the rest, identification of the M IN L processor.
Parallel Implementation of Secure LP
This section describes the implementation of the core of the secure parallel simplex method.
A synchronization point can be described as the moment where the parties communicate in order to reach the next computation step. Two synchronization models are defined: Party Sync.: the synchronization occurs on a party level. The party waits for all the threads to finish one computation step and only after that, one single message is sent, from party to party, allowing for the next step to initiate (see Figure 2) . Thread Sync.: the synchronization occurs on a thread level. The synchronization messages (delimiting the steps of computation) are sent directly from thread to thread, without the additional synchronization step at the party level (details on Figure 3 ).
The choice of synchronization model may influence the performance of the overall solution. Hence, our implementation, tests and results focus on determining which synchronization model performs best.
The implementation is Java based (Sun, version 1.6), and RMI is used as communication architecture, providing high level abstraction for remote procedure calls. Figure 2 depicts the exact steps taken for the party synchronization. In summary, after the party creation and setup (keys distribution), the list of operations is sequentially processed. While there are available processors, the party assigns one single operation to each of them.
In party synchronization we create threads in the Java Virtual Machine and rely on the operating system to schedule them on the real processor cores. We create a fixed number of threads and assign each one to a multiplication operation from the list of all multiplications to perform. Each thread computes until it needs to communicate in which case it signals a communication object of the party. This communication object collects the inputs of all threads and multicast a single message to the other parties. The thread waits for the communication object to return and then continues with its computation. Once a thread has finished one multiplication operation it retrieves another multiplication operation from the list. The program finishes when the list is empty.
The second synchronization model, at thread level, is described in Figure 3 . Again we create a fixed number of threads, but this time each thread maintains its own list of multiplication operations to compute. Each thread picks one multiplication operation from its list and computes until it needs to communicate. In the case of thread synchronization, each thread has its own communication object, and this sends its message to the corresponding thread at the other party. The thread waits until the A main difference between the two synchronization models is who communicates with whom. In party synchronization, each party is represented by a RMI server and client, receiving messages from other parties and sending messages as well. The threads communicate locally with a communication object per party. In thread synchronization communication is distributed among the threads. Each thread is also a RMI server and client, and therefore, able to directly call RMI services from other parties. The party is also a RMI server and client, providing the means to the setup phase and party-toparty communication, when necessary. Secure multiplication operations are implemented according to the protocol introduced by Cramer and Damgard in [8] . Note that a secure multiplication includes not only multi-party communication but also a decryption. A special protocol for threshold homomorphic decryption was implemented, based on the ideas from Damgard, Jurik and Nielsen in [9] . Any party can encrypt data (using the available public key) but there is a threshold for the decryption process, i.e. at least t + 1 parties (private key shares) are required to decrypt the data (see [9] for details on the protocol). We chose these secure computation algorithms, since they can also implement secure two-party computation, as required by our experiments.
Experimental Results
Two dedicated machines equipped with 16 cores (Intel Xeon E7330 @ 2.40GHz) each were used. Both machines have 64GB of RAM memory and they were connected via a 100Mb/s network. The operational system was SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 10 SP2, kernel "2.6.16.60-0.21-smp" x86 64 (64 bits instructions). For sake of simplicity and specially, resource availability, the two party scenario was implemented for the tests.
In order to simulate our test cases of different number of cores we enable and disable processors cores using GNU/Linux kernel capabilities. Each processor core has a flag setting its state, 0 for offline and 1 for online.
The setup of the test case is as follows: each machine represents one party, possessing a public key and a secret private key share (in a threshold homomorphic cryptosystem) distributed during a setup phase. Each party knows the number of operations and its sequence of execution, which is exactly the same for both parties. Then, according to the test case, the parties instantiate a specific number of threads that are executed in parallel.
The first objective is to find out which of the proposed synchronization models is faster when solving secure operations. Our working hypothesis is that it is favorable to fully occupy the processor with only one thread per time.
Procedure We considered 4 cases of number of threads for each of the 4 cases of number of cores and for each synchronization model.
Each test case had a fixed number of real processors (p) and a variation on the number of threads (t) was applied. Such variation depends on the number of available processors, and has the following form:
For example, considering the case with 12 real processors, the range for the number of threads is [8, 12, 16, 20] . Note that for the 4 processors case, it is clearly not possible to have t = p − 4 = 0 threads. The value t = 2 was used instead. Only one step lower than (t = p) was considered, since the results are straightforward. Assume a number of processors p. Having less threads than processors, i.e. t < p, means that there will be idle processors (on both synchronization models) and therefore, the protocol is going to take longer time to execute the list of operations. The cases that really interest comprise the cases where t ≥ p.
Results The results are the average of 50 experiments for each test case. Table I summarizes the results from the tests: the absolute running time for each number of threads for each number of processors case.
Note that the number of secure multiplication operations is defined as the least common multiple among the possible number of threads. With such assumption, it is guaranteed that the number of operations is always a multiple from the number of threads and hence, there is no extra execution step for remaining operations. This may not always happen in reality, i.e. having a multiple of the number of processors, but was necessary to allow for a fair comparison of the measurements.
The thread synchronization model was faster in 14 of the 16 test cases applied. The reason for such improvement is related to the way the threads synchronize. The difference is caused by the fact that in party synchronization, after finishing one step of computation, all threads signal the party with the result which waits for all threads to signal before it communicates. They synchronize locally by accessing a single object. This operation occurs for every secure multiplication, which is equal to 5 * a/ρ, where a is the number of secure multiplications and ρ is the number of real processors. On the other hand, in thread synchronization such an operation happens only once, in the end, when all the threads are already finished. During the execution of the multiplication operations, each thread must also synchronize with the respective thread from other parties through a RMI call. Since each thread communicates with another party, the running time of such operation is limited by the network delay which we consider in our next round of experiments.
Optimizing the Number of Threads
The result of the comparison between different approaches for secure LP in parallel is that there is no major difference among them, regarding computational and communication complexity. The implementation of the best choice and the evaluation of the synchronization models demonstrated that synchronizing on thread level yields better results, i.e. lower running time. The previous results also caught our attention to the fact that there might be an optimal number of threads for a given number of processors. It would be interesting to know how to determine such optimal number of threads in order to maximize the performance of a given application. 
Experimental Results
The first results (see Section 4.1.1, Table I ) already pointed to a first hypothesis: the best running time is achieved when having a number of threads equal to the number of available processors. Figures 4  and 5 give a better overview on such hypothesis. Note the form of the graphs in thread synchronization where the best running time was found when t = p for all cases. In such cases, exactly one thread is assigned to one processor in a way that there is no scheduling overhead, which yields improved results.
In a real SCMP scenario communication not always occurs over LAN conditions as in our previous experiment. They involve multiple parties which are often geographically dispersed and the network conditions have great influence on the performance of the protocols. In such scenario in particular, the network delay plays a significant role.
In our next experiment we want to measure the dependence of the running time on the network delay. Obviously an increasing network delay increases the time a thread waits for its communication object to return. We can counter the effect of waiting by scheduling more threads which can then execute on the idle processors. One goal of the experiment is to determine the optimal number of threads in dependence on the network delay.
A special setup is required for artificially introducing delay on the communication between the parties. The machines were organized in a different way, so that each of them received a second networks. FreeBSD was chosen, because it supports a native implementation of Dummynet [25] and ipfw ‡ providing the required functionalities. The communication between the parties/processors is now performed via a physical gateway which is able to redirect all the messages and artificially introduce delay in the network. All the RMI calls are forced to pass through the gateway before reaching the destination and by setting the value of the delay such setup allows for the evaluation of the influence of the communication on the overall running time. Note that when no delay is simulated, the presence of the gateway does not significantly influence the results.
The test cases were the same previously described in Section 4.1, i.e. 4, 8, 12, 16 processors for party and thread synchronization models. The results in Figure 6 represent the average (of 50 executions) of the overall time for performing a single secure multiplication on three different network delay scenarios: 0, 100 and 200ms. Additionally, it shows how the synchronization models are affected by such delay.
The results revealed that both synchronization models are similarly affected and although thread synchronization requires more RMI calls, i.e. every thread is represented by a RMI server and client making calls to other services, the influence of the delay is not bigger than in party synchronization.
Although in party synchronization p(p − 1) messages are sent, whereas in thread synchronization tp(p − 1) messages are sent, where t is the number of threads, the messages are independent and perfectly concurrent. Assume all the threads communicate at exact same time, then it is equivalent to one single message being transmitted, which is exactly what happens in party synchronization. Even the size of the messages is reduced: while in the party case one message contains the data from all running threads, in the thread case the sum of all messages is equivalent in size to that one message. As an example, the thread synchronization model is faster on all the results of the 8,12 and 16 processors cases with delay (see Figure 6 ).
Aside from comparing the synchronization models, we evaluated the influence of the delay in the absolute running time regarding the number of threads. Figure 7 shows the relative deterioration on the absolute running time when increasing the number of threads.
We showed that by increasing the number of threads it is possible to counter the effect of the delay. The additional waiting time for the threads is utilized by threads not currently active, but ready to execute, such that the overall utilization of the processors increases. Thereby we are able to fully utilize the processors in the presence of network delay.
The communication complexity is defined by the overall size of messages sent during the execution of a protocol. Delay in the network directly affects communication, i.e. bigger the delay, the slower is the communication and the worse is the performance. Increasing the number of threads executed simultaneously, allows for a greater number of messages to be sent in parallel, in one step, reducing the delay's effect. In other words, the effect of the delay is the same for sending x parallel messages as it is for sending y parallel messages, with x y, as long as there is enough bandwidth.
Assuming the RMI calls are executed in parallel, the time spent to multi-thread one single processor becomes smaller than the time spent in communication due to a network delay. By correctly choosing the number of threads per processor, in a delayed network, it is possible to achieve a performance approximately as good as when considering a non delayed network model.
Adaptive Scheduling
The synchronization on thread level is faster than on party level and both models are affected by a delay in the network. We showed that there is an optimal number of threads (or an optimal interval) where the performance reaches its maximum, i.e. when t = p for a non delayed network. Additionally, it is possible to reduce the effect of the delay by increasing the number of threads.
All the tests used a fixed setup, where the number of threads was defined a priori and then, never changed. However, practical situations require a more dynamic configuration, in which the optimal number of threads is chosen adaptively to the current network conditions. In real applications, where the parties interact using the Internet as communication infrastructure, it is not possible to assume a fixed delay during the whole execution of a secure parallel simplex method.
Therefore we propose an algorithm that is able to dynamically search for the optimal number of threads, identify a possible delay in the network by observing the throughput or other performance indicator, and act adapting such choice on the number of threads in order to overcome the influence of the delay.
Algorithm
The basic idea of the algorithm is to keep searching for a possible optimal number of threads based on the observation of a performance indicator.
It starts by discovering how many real processor cores the machine has. This value is used as a first guess on the optimal number of threads based on the results from Section 4, Figures 4 and 5 . The number of threads never drops below that value: assumption based on the discussion from Section 4.1.1.
The natural tendency is to improve the performance by increasing the number of threads and observing the performance indicator. The algorithm searches for a maximal number of threads per a given slot of time, or running time. Hence, the performance indicator is defined as the ratio between the current number of threads and the overall running time for executing a certain number of secure multiplication operations.
More formally, assume α = N oT RT , where α is the selected indicator, N oT is the number of threads and RT is the overall measured running time. Consequently, the higher the α, the better. Considering a delayed network, the running time is directly affected, i.e. higher value, which reflects on a smaller α. If the algorithm simultaneously increases the number of threads to a certain point, the ratio might also be increased, and reach a value approximately as good as before. Figure 8 depicts how exactly the adaptive scheduling behaves. The core points of action of the algorithm are described below.
The first step is to define a search direction and the first guess is to increase the number of threads. After each iteration, the algorithm compares the current ratio (α i ) with the best known ratio (α b ). If the result is positive, the next action is to keep the search direction, i.e. continue increasing (or repeat the last action). If, on the other hand, the result of the comparison is negative, there are two possible reasons: (i) either the algorithm already reached the optimal region and must refine the search around the current best value, or (ii) there might be a variation on the network conditions.
For option (i), the algorithm assumes that the possible optimal number of threads is in the neighborhood of the current best value and therefore, a swing technique is applied. The next number of threads is chosen by inverting the last search direction, and by applying a step with half the size of the difference between the previous/next number of threads (absolute value, from the history) and the current best. See Figure 9 for an example of the actions taken in case option (i) is considered.
We use a binary tree structure to identify the previous or the next absolute value for the number of threads around the current best. Such structure also helps when deciding in which direction to search. Furthermore, different binary trees are used when a different network delay is found, so that the comparison is kept on same level for all measured values.
On Figure 9 , the numbers inside the circles represent the number of threads for a given iteration, which is depicted by the small number on top of the circles. Additionally, the letter b assigns the best number of threads. Following the iteration sequence, it is clear how the swing technique works and how helpful is the binary tree structure for the history storage.
For option (ii), the algorithm assumes a delay in the network and the immediate action is to increase the size of the step in which the new number of threads is going to be computed.
Since it is not possible to directly measure the delay in the network, the method used to distinguish between both cases is the following: the algorithm repeats the current best number of threads and compare the ratios. If the difference is over a defined limit, e.g. ∆ > 10%, the algorithm assumes the presence of delay, otherwise, case (i) is adopted. Note that even if there is no delay, the action is Figure 9 . Example of a history represented as a binary tree not entirely restrictive, since the algorithm repeats the current best. Although this may be considered a conservative approach opposing a possible try a higher step straight ahead (which could indeed lead to faster results, if there is a delay), such option is considered ideal in the sense that the algorithm is able to correctly identify the difference on the network condition and be sure on the next action. Besides that, repeating the last known best value can not be considered a negative action regarding the overall running time.
Experimental Results
The first step is to include the adaptive scheduling algorithm in the current parallel implementation of secure LP. Based on the previous results, the thread level synchronization model was selected. The algorithm from Figure 8 is then invoked after each iteration of the model with each thread receiving only one operation at time. After the processors independently solve their respective secure operations, the running time is measured and the current α is computed. Figure 10 depicts the average results from two test cases: 8 and 16 processors in the presence of a fixed delay. For each delay value (in ms), i.e. {0, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250}, a series of 50 tests were executed. For each test, 960 secure multiplications for the 16 processors case and 720 secure multiplications for the 8 processors case were performed.
The objective of the first series of tests ( Figure 10 ) is to show how the number of threads increases given the delay in the network. Hence, the values regarding the best number of threads and overall running time are relative to the no delay case. As expected, the algorithm searches for an optimal number of threads that increases on a higher rate than the running time in order to compensate the delay. Take the graph for the 8 processors case for example. The optimal number of threads for a delay of 250ms is approximately double the number for the no delay case, while the running time is approximately 25% higher. Note that the algorithm also offers the possibility of a more aggressive step size, that can be set in advance. Evaluate how the adaptive scheduling algorithm handles variable delays is the next task. The scenario built for these tests is rather the same as the one used for the tests with delay. One main difference is the introduction of a script which randomly adds (or removes) a small delay on the network. On the other side, the number of threads used is monitored and logged, from time to time, so that they can be compared against the delay variation. Figure 11 depicts one of the 100 tests executed with 16 cores machines solving 960 secure operations each. Such an example shows the actions taken by the algorithm in order to dynamically search for the optimal number of threads while having a variation on the delay.
There is no delay in the first 20 seconds which allows the algorithm to increase the number of threads until a limit (where α stops increasing) and search for an optimum in the neighborhood of the current best. However, from 20-45 seconds, small delays are introduced in the network. The algorithm recognizes that and starts searching for a new optimal which must be higher than the current one but limited by the point where α stops increasing (25-35 seconds). As the delay continues to augment, the action is to increase the step size in order to counterbalance the delay, until a new limit is achieved. From 50 seconds on, the situation changes again, and the delay is reduced. The graph depicts the exact moment where the algorithm identifies the delay change: between 60 and 65 seconds, the number of threads is repeated which allows the algorithm to be sure about the delay variation and decrease the number of threads accordingly, following the delay reduction, until the end of the test.
We evaluated the variable network delay, but of course there is a discussion within the community whether a traffic generator would yield more realistic results. Obviously our evaluation of the algorithm can capture only the variability of the delay we introduced in the script. Future work would be to explore the performance/adaptability under real network conditions.
Conclusion and Future Work
Secure linear programming enables cross-organizational supply chain optimization, but severely suffers from its bad performance.
We have compared in detail two solutions for improving performance of secure linear programming by parallelization. Firstly, parallelizing Toft's secure algorithm and secondly, securing the BSP-based parallel simplex algorithm. Their complexity analysis revealed that both approaches have similar computation and communication complexity. No further speed-up can be expected by securing an existing parallel algorithm.
Toft's parallelized algorithm was implemented and two different models of synchronization were identified: synchronizing each thread with its remote counterpart (thread synchronization) or synchronizing each thread first locally and then synchronizing the parties (party synchronization). Our evaluation results support that the first method is faster, but we also identified that for optimal performance the number of threads must be chosen depending on the network delay.
Since network conditions, such as delay, cannot always be determined upfront and may change during the execution of the protocol, we propose an adaptive scheduling algorithm that dynamically selects the number of threads. We showed that it is able to adapt to even changing network conditions and performs close to the optimum.
This work can be extended in multiple directions. Another parameter for network performance we did not yet considered is bandwidth. The impact of bandwidth could be better explored in further work. And an error recovery scheme could be introduced to avoid losses in the system.
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